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PRG Meeting – Monday 2ND December at 6:00pm 

 
Attendees: 
Emma Kitching (Deputy Practice Manager) 
Dr J Pattekar (GP) 
 
DR (chair and patient representative) 
VS (patient representative) 
CN (patient representative) 
PF (patient representative) 
VA (patient representative) 
PB (patient representative) 
 
JC Guest speaker 
 
Apologies: 
AM (patient representative) 
PB (patient representative) 
 
Speaker: Joy Curry, Director, Healthwatch, South Tyneside. 
 
Joy attended the meeting today to raise the profile of Healthwatch South Tyneside and at the same time give 
members a chance to raise any issues concerning the local population. 
 
Healthwatch South Tyneside was established to act specifically on behalf of residents of South Tyneside, by 
promoting their health and wellbeing.  They are an independent organisation set up to champion the views of 
patients and social care users in South Tyneside, with the goal of making services better and improving health 
and wellbeing. They want to hear about patient views, needs and experiences to help South Tyneside get the 
best possible health and care.  They consist of volunteers and paid staff.  Joy offered the opportunity for 
members to become volunteers.  Training would be offered. 

The key priorities and commitments for Healthwatch South Tyneside at the moment are 

The Plan is linked to the South Tyneside Partnership priorities:  

 Promoting Pharmacy First and Extended Access 
 Young MH services 

Healthwatch have recently been involved in the lack of GP resources within the Urgent Care Hub, South 
Tyneside and car parking issues.  They also can be asked to attend CQC inspections alongside CQC. 
 
Healthwatch not only deals with complaints from patients they would also love to hear positive experiences 
from patients. 

 



Emma advised Joy that she would advertise Healthwatch on the practice Facebook page and website. 
 
1. Minutes of Last Meeting  
 
The minutes were agreed as being accurate. 
 
Emma advised the meeting that AK has left the group as he had left area and registered at another practice. 
 
            Matters arising 
 
Weight clinic – Emma has this back on her agenda however nursing staff is still an issue but is looking at 
implementing this service in January.   
 
2. Friends and Family 
 
Results were emailed and posted to members alongside agenda and minutes. 
 
Overall the comments were good.   
 
 

THE NHS FRIENDS AND FAMILY TEST 
Results for the Month of September 2019 

 1 patients completed the questionnaire at the surgery 
155 patients responded to our text message on their mobile device 
 
The combined responses were as follows: 
 
1. How likely are you to recommend our GP practice to friends and family if they needed similar 
care or treatment?” 

 
 
 
Thinking about your response, what is the main reason why you feel this way? 

 
What would you do to improve the service? 
 
Speed things up like appointments 

Nothing I find it a great service 

Its ok as it is 

I would like to be able to book an appointment say 6 weeks in advance. As it is you can only book an appointment 3 to 4 weeks in 
advance. 

All good 

 

Allow appointment to be booked in advance which assists working people such as myself 

is a very nice surgery...the doctors are very good too 

Phoned need answering quicker and better appointment slot 

Not much but nothing is perfect. 

Be able to make an appt to fit in with work commitments 

Extremely Likely Likely Neither Likely or 
Unlikely 

Unlikely 
 

Extremely 
Unlikely 

Don’t Know 

 
 

     126
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4 3

 

  

3

  

1

  



Appointment system 

More appointments available, get rid of health navigators ( just receptionist) and bring back telephone prescription reorder facility 

Nursing 

Just fine as it is 

It great 

 

At this present time I can think of nothing 

Nothing comes to mind. Keep up the good work. 

Service needs no improvement. 

I wouldn't the service is 1st class. 

All fine for me so nothing springs to mind. 

Nothing - all of the services I have received over recent months (especially maternity services) have been excellent. 

Based on today nothing 

Weekend or late opening for those of us who work... 

Allow booking prescriptions over the telephone 

Very happy with the way it's run 

Cant think of anything at the moment 

It's unfortunate that I didn't understand this letter very well, please clarify more any service in particular do you mean. Thanks 

 

"Thank you for offering me an opportunity to comment on Trinity Medical Centre service. 

My background is with Siemens Energy- Heavy Engineering / Project management. My only comment would be to advise both Dr Dowden 
and Dr Chakroboty deal with my ailments in a very professional manner, and both very human." 

 

It's ok as it is 

Order medaction over the phone 

everything is fine as is avery good service 

ITS A WELL RUN SURGERY 

Saturday appointments 

I consider the practise almost 100%....only have a problem with one doctor on the panel. 

It's all good the way it is, very good customer care service. 

Nothing I'm very happy 

 
 
Overall the comments were very good.   
 

THE NHS FRIENDS AND FAMILY TEST 
Results for the Month of October 2019 

 0 patients completed the questionnaire at the surgery 
267 patients responded to our text message on their mobile device 
 
The combined responses were as follows: 
 
1. How likely are you to recommend our GP practice to friends and family if they needed similar 
care or treatment?” 

 
 

Stop the call handlers asking personal questions. I.e the reason for wanting to see a Dr      

Back to being able to phone prescription      

Sometimes there is too big a queue at reception      

Extremely Likely Likely Neither Likely or 
Unlikely 

Unlikely 
 

Extremely 
Unlikely 

Don’t Know 

 
 

     217
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Needs to improve  customer  service    I hate have to ask for anything not like before the lady was lovely  n helpful  now its nothing  till 
whenever  or what it for well to me its private not to tell anyone  on reception      

I can't think of anything as you provide a great service      

Easier system to see.a doctor of choice      

Put dates and time on every appiontments that is sent out please      

      

Could do with a refurb      

Being able to book an appt which fits in with work, can't rely on getting an appt the day you ring.    
  

Be able to make appointment with out going through the doctors      

Your service is already good the only downside is the length of time spent in chemist next door waiting for your prescription requirements 
it has getting worse since the modernisation.      

There is too much passing around between staff now subsequently the performance of the practice has deteriorated unfortunately
            

I've been to the Doctors 3-4 times regarding the same issue and just get fobbed off every time, doesn't feel like they're trying to actually 
help.      

The doctors to consult people in a nice friendly manner.      

Girl  working the phones , while dealing with walk in patients, could possibly benefit from having some support at peak times from co 
colleagues. A jump on and off approach could create a more efficient effective service.      

Encourage the doctors to be more open minded with patients      

Your message has been received. Receiving device cannot reply.      

Review appointment booking to enable planned appointments for non urgent contacts      

Not always possible to get an appointment when needed      

Would have reception open all day not closed for lunch hour. For some patients that's the only time they can ring.  
    

Read comments/respond to note place on Patient Access app.      

I think the surgery should have a late night and possibly a Saturday morning surgery,you should be able to make an appointment in 
advance rather than going through a telephone consultation which isn't always possible when you work full time  
  

I am always very happy by the way I am listened to by all staff. If I need to be seen by doctor I am able to see one.  
  

Service was excellent      

Keep patients up-to-date with changes in staff and changes. I am a rare user of the practice and didn't know Dr Perrin's Dr jenkinson and 
Dr rouse had left!!      

Make sure you've doctors who listen  

     

Give more privacy at desk, everyone in  waiting room can hear about your problems.      

I like to book an appointment in advance, because i work away on ship and sometimes we don't know when we will get home, so it's easy 
to book couple of days in advance, if any delay then we can cancel before the appointment as well, and lots of people also work away like 
me.      

Dr DOWDEN is always very nice and listens to you. Very professional and satisfied he knows what's best for me. Thank you 
  

Nothing. You provide an excellent service. I am lucky to have such a good practice.     
  

Allow appointments to be made for other times, not just for same day.      

Have more available face to face consultations with G.P. instead of telephone appointments.  
 

The comments highlighted were discussed in more detail. 
Staff should need to push online services more for prescription ordering.   
 
The back office has new staff members that are still learning. It is inevitable that calls are going to being passed 
around to more experienced staff.   It is important that the patient is informed at all times as to why they are 
being passed around.  Apologise to the patient and say that you are unsure as you are new and that you will 
seek help from your colleagues. Ensure you give your colleague as much information as possible so that the 
patient does not have to keep repeating. Members agreed with actions carried out. 
 
Front reception is very busy.  Patients should be given the option for privacy.  Staff should ask the patient if they 
would like to go in a private room if they say it is personal. 
 



 
3. Complaints 
 
None to discuss today. 
 
4. Herbert Protocol 

The Herbert Protocol 

The Herbert Protocol is a national scheme introduced by the police in partnership with other agencies which 
encourages carers to record useful information which could be used in the event of a vulnerable person going 
missing, e.g with Dementia.  
 
Carers, family members and friends can complete in advance, The Herbert Protocol form recording all vital 
details, such as medication required, mobile numbers, places previously located, a photograph etc. 
 
In the event of a family member or friend going missing, the form can be easily handed to the police to reduce 
the time taken in gathering this information. 
 
This form could make a real difference. It could help reduce the amount of time a vulnerable person is missing, 
bringing them to safety even quicker. 
 
The form can be download the Herbert Protocol Form at 
https://beta.northumbria.police.uk/advice-and-info/personal-safety/missing-persons/ 
 
or the link can be found on the Trinity Medical Centre website. 
 
Group members felt this was a really good idea. 
 
5. eConsult 
 
The GMS contract framework for 2018/2019 states that all practices From March 2020 will be offering online 
consultations.  eConsult is the chosen platform. 
 

What is eConsult? 

eConsult lets patients consult with their own GP by completing a quick online form that is sent and 

reviewed by the practice. It can also direct the patient to self-help, pharmacy advice and local self-

referral services. 

How it works 

 eConsult is added to practice website (large front page banner) and lets patients consult online or get 

self-help advice at a time that suits them. 

 Patients can choose self-help or pharmacy advice for their condition, and send through an admin 

request online or self-refer to local services 

 If patients want advice from their doctor, they can submit a short form and photograph (if relevant) 

about their symptoms or condition which is sent to the practice 

 eConsult captures over 100 common clinical conditions, with built-in red flags to highlight critical 

symptoms that may require immediate or urgent intervention 

https://beta.northumbria.police.uk/advice-and-info/personal-safety/missing-persons/


 eConsult reports are sent securely as a short PDF which can be copied pasted directly into the clinical 

system, to be triaged by admin staff as appropriate 

 Standardised questions means nothing is missed, and allows GPs to familiarise themselves with the 

reports 

Concerns were raised from a member relating to the admin staff reading the consultation/triage document as is 
confidential.  Emma advised that all staff members are bound by confidentiality and that every task they 
complete is confidential.  Admin staff already triage inbound documents from Hospitals etc. 
 
eConsult is not going to be mandatory and patients will still have the option to call. 
 
DR and PF agreed to test this new system once live.  Emma to inform of live date. 
 
6. Cancer Champion 
 
With money from South Tyneside CCG and working in partnership with Cancer Research UK practices have 
identified a non-clinical cancer champion in practice, Caroline. Caroline will receive training by Cancer Research 
UK through the time in time out sessions (Thursday PM)  and the cancer champions will cover topics like; 
 

 The importance of early cancer diagnosis 

 NHS screening programmes including hints and tips on how to increase participation 

 Signs and symptoms – e.g. promoting cancer campaigns 

 Prevention and risk reduction – e.g. smoking 

 Improved safety netting of patients and more efficient management of DNAs 
 

In between the training sessions the cancer champions will be expected to try initiatives in practice (with 
support from the Cancer Research UK Facilitator) to contribute towards earlier diagnosis of cancer. The 
initiatives will be personal to the practice and Cancer Research UK will provide a data pack showing cancer 
related data for the patient population.   
 
Once projects have been agreed, members will be notified. 

            
7. Survey results 
 
Emma discussed the recent national Mori results with the meeting. 
 
GP Surgery Sent Completed Percentage 

Completion 
% of total patients 
surveyed 

Trinity Medical Centre 
 

341 112 33% 
 

5.3% 

 
 

 
Question 

Trinity Medical 
Centre 

 
6,447 

 

% of patients who find it easy 
to get through to this GP 
practice by phone 

96% 
 

CCG 77% 
National 68% 

% of patients who find the 
receptionists at this GP 
practice helpful 

91% CCG 91% 
National 89% 



% of patients who are 
satisfied with the general 
practice appointment times 
available 

73% CCG 72% 
National 65% 

% of patients who usually get 
to see or speak to their 
preferred GP when they 
would like to 

56% CCG 48% 
National 48% 

% of patients who were 
offered a choice of 
appointment when they last 
tried to make a general 
practice appointment 

74% CCG 67% 
National 62% 

% of patients who were 
satisfied with the type of 
appointment they were 
offered 

76% CCG 77% 
National 74% 

% of patients who took the 
appointment they were 
offered 

91% CCG 95% 
National 94% 

% of patients who describe 
their experience of making an 
appointment as good 

77% CCG 72% 
National 67% 

% of patients who waited 15 
minutes or less after their 
appointment time to be seen 
at their last general practice 
appointment 

78% CCG 74% 
National 69% 

% of patients who say the 
healthcare professional they 
saw or spoke to was good at 
giving them enough time 
during their last general 
practice appointment 

85% CCG 88% 
National 87% 

% of patients who say the 
healthcare professional they 
saw or spoke to was good at 
listening to them during their 
last general practice 
appointment 

86% CCG 91% 
National 89% 

% of patients who say the 
healthcare professional they 
saw or spoke to was good at 
treating them with care and 
concern during their last 
general practice appointment 

86% CCG 90% 
National 87% 

% of patients who were 
involved as much as they 
wanted to be in decisions 
about their care and 
treatment during their last 
general practice appointment 

89% CCG 94% 
National 93% 

% of patients who had 
confidence and trust in the 
healthcare professional they 
saw or spoke to during their 
last general practice 
appointment 

97% CCG 96% 
National 95% 

% of patients who felt the 78% CCG 89% 



healthcare professional 
recognised or understood any 
mental health needs during 
their last general practice 
appointment 

National 86% 

% of patients who felt their 
needs were met during their 
last general practice 
appointment 

99% CCG 95% 
National 94% 

% of patients who say they 
have had enough support 
from local services or 
organisations in the last 12 
months to help manage their 
long-term condition(s) 

78% CCG 81% 
National 78% 

% of patients who describe 
their overall experience of 
this GP practice as good 

83% CCG 86% 
National 83% 

 
Overall members agreed the national results were very good.   
 
A Survey was carried out during the month of October 2019 based on the areas of the MORI survey where the 
practice fell below the CCG average and the National average.  Patients who had received a consultation within 
the previous 2 months were contacted either at the surgery or by post.  This was to ensure that the practice 
received “credible” feedback.   50  Surveys were issued and 35 were returned completed as follows.  
 
Who was your last consultation with? 

 17 GP 
 3  Nurse Practitioner 
 8  Nurse 
 3  HCW 
 4  Not stated 

   
Who did you consult with? 

 2 JBP 
 7 RM 
 4 ND 
 3 AC 
 1 Locum GP 
 3 NP 
 8 Nurse 
 3 HCW 

     

1. How easy was it, to get an appointment either telephone or face to face? 
 

Same Day 16 Next Day 8   More than 2 Days 9 Not Stated 2  
 
 

2. How satisfied were you with the type of appointment you had?  (99.9%) 
 

Very 23 Fairly 11 Dissatisfied 0 Not stated  1       

Great Service 
Nurse was very good, efficient for her young age and spends that bit time with you 
Patient and listened to everything I said 
My first appointment however service I have received since joining practice has been amazing. Very kind and professional 
I had a telephone appointment first, followed by a face to face. Very satisfied 

 
   



3. Was the healthcare professional you saw or spoke to good at giving enough time during your last general practice 
appointment? (99.9%) 
 
Yes 34 No 0 Not stated 1  

Very good 
Very good – nothing a bother to her 
On time and didn’t rush me 
I needed to book a double appointment – this enabled a few issues to be sorted 

 
 
 

4. Was the healthcare professional you saw or spoke to good at listening to you during your last general practice 
appointment?   (99%) 

 
Yes 33 No 0 Not stated 2 

Very helpful 
Very 
Very good x 4 
Good 
Very good listener 

 

5. Was the healthcare professional you saw or spoke to good at treating you with care and concern during your last 
general practice appointment? (99%) 

 
Yes 33 No 0 Not stated 2 

Very good at all aspects of her job 
Great bedside manner 
Very good 
Definitely 
Fine 
Excellent care 
Yes however condition is still ongoing 

 

6. Were you involved as much as you wanted to be in decisions about your care and treatment during your last 
general practice appointment? (99%) 
 
Yes 31 No 0 Not stated 4 

Very helpful 
At all times 
Quite satisfied with all aspects 
No treatment given 

 

7. Did you feel that the healthcare professional you consulted with managed your condition or problem? (99%) 
 

Yes  30 No 1 Not stated 4 

Satisfied with everything 
It was ok 
To some extent 
No it’s still ongoing 
Very well 
Very good 
Yes but unexpected situation has now occurred which required me to ring 111, I was then advised to contact GP 
urgently 

 

8. Did the healthcare professional recognize or understood any mental health needs during your last general practice 
appointment? 



 
Yes 18 No 0 Not applicable 12 Not stated 5 

I have no mental health needs 

  

9. Did you have enough support from local services or organisations in the last 12 months to help manage your long-
term condition(s)? 

 
Yes 16 No 4 Not applicable 8 Not stated 7 

Never thought about it 
So so, not so much GP wise but long waiting lists for consultations etc 
My GP 
Still having concerns with my condition 
 

  

10. How would you describe your overall experience of this GP practice? (99%) 
 

Good 22 Excellent 9 Poor 0 Not stated 4 
  

Very good 
Always very helpful 
Further investigations required, expected call on Friday 
No issues 
Obviously time is a key factor and Doctors are under pressure with no fault of their own and to fit it all in. 
This generally puts the patient under pressure 
Generally speaking the service is fine. However time restrictions through no fault of the GPs can be 
frustrating. Also the long wait for referrals for Specialist treatment can be difficult. The pressures GPs are 
under is understandable 
My medical needs were met and surgery was needed 
I have great faith in Dr Chakraborty 
Staff informative, of recent great GPs but repeat prescription service is poor, always have to question 
something 
I’ve had various health problems but I just got on with them and only come to Surgery when sent for to 
see a nurse for a check up 
Acceptable 
This is an excellent practice. It’s so helpful that I can speak to a GP on the same day and arrange an 
appointment. Thank you 
 

 

 
Group members agreed the results of the practice survey were excellent. 
 
8. South Tyneside CCG patient Reference Group  

 
No information available. 

 
9. AOB 

a)  Emma asked for a volunteer to attend the practice and log on their patient access account.  Emma 
would like to see how the appointments look from a patient’s perspective.  DR and PF volunteered.  

b) Older Population clinic – Emma handed out the new leaflet 
The new OP clinic will start 10th December with Louise.  Patients invited are aged 75+ with no chronic 
disease.  They will each be offered a 30 minute appointment for a full assessment of their needs.  
Caroline is leading on this project. 
It will not be advertised in surgery as it is a targeted group only. 

c) The practice has been advertising for a new GP.  Dr Chan will doing some locum sessions in December 
to see if he likes working at the practice.  Margaret and the Drs are also meeting with another potential 
GP next week. 



d) Nurse recruitment is still ongoing.  Candidates have been shortlisted and will be invited for interview 
shortly. 

e) Primary Care Network (PCN).  Members were informed a few meetings ago that the practice is part of a 
network with Farnham Medical, St George, Talbot, Warn Street, Wenlock surgery and West View.  The 
PCN would like to form its own PRG with one member from each practice group to attend.  It was 
suggested that the chair attends.  DR advised she will attend if she can.  Dates and times are yet to be 
confirmed.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
EK 03/12/2019 
 
Next Meeting – Monday 2nd March 2020 6pm 
 

 


